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OFCCP Proposed Parts 60-1 and 60-2 Rulemaking: “A Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing”

On May 4, 2000, the Office of
Federal Contract Compliance
Programs (“OFCCP”) at long last
published its Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (“NPRM”), proposing far-
reaching and substantial changes to 41
CFR Parts 60-1 and 60-2. Part 60-1
regulations govern, among other
things, record retention issues. Part
60-2 regulations govern the construc-
tion, implementation and mainte-
nance of affirmative action plans
(“AAPs”) for government contractors.
Though heralding its proposal as a
benefit to contractors due to the sim-
plification of the requirements of an
affirmative action plan structure, and
the simplification of the required
annual utilization analysis (the “eight
factor test”) of women and minori-
ties, we believe the proposal may cre-
ate many new burdens and hazards
for contractors. For example:

l Changes to 60-1 may impose new
obligations on contractors to solicit
voluntary identification of gender,
race and ethnicity data from appli-
cants.

l The agency seeks to impose its
very broad definition of applicant
(“anyone who expresses an interest in

employment”), through the codifica-
tion of its EO Pay Survey.

l Continuing the Department of
Labor’s pay equity initiatives, the
NPRM includes provisions requiring
contractors to identify compensation
problem areas, monitor those prob-
lem areas, and provide the OFCCP all
records related to the problem areas
during a compliance evaluation.
Furnishing these analyses of its pay
systems may leave the contractors vul-
nerable to potential private lawsuits.

l The EO Pay Survey recently sent
to 7,000 contractor establishments
will be codified if the proposed
changes become final, requiring each
of approximately 120,000 contractor
establishments to respond to the sur-
vey on an every-other-year basis
regardless of whether they have
recently had an audit or are currently
going through one.

l The NPRM proposes new rules
regarding Corporate Management
Reviews (often termed “glass ceiling
reviews”), one of which will permit
the agency to conduct a company
wide review of compensation to
investigate “systemic pay discrimina-
tion.”

The NPRM has a 60-day comment
period; unless extended, comments
are due to be filed by July 3, 2000. A
side-by-side comparison of the
NPRM and the existing Parts 60-
1/60-2 regulations follows.

If you would like assistance in preparing
comments, want to discuss the NPRM and
initial strategies on compliance if it is enact-
ed, or need assistance in completing the EO
Pay Surveys, we would be happy to assist
you.  Please contact any of the following:
Barbara Brown, Jon A. Geier or
Thomas J. Knapp in our Washington,
D.C. office at (202) 508-9500; Leslie
Dent in our Atlanta office at (404) 815-
2400; Mary Dollarhide in our Stamford
office at (203) 961-7400; Nancy Abell in
our Los Angeles office at (213) 683-6000;
or Cheryl Saban in our New York office
at (212) 318-6000.  
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regularly assists government contractors with
complying with their obligations under
Executive Order 11246, Section 503 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the
affirmative action obligations contained with-
in the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment
Act, including preparing affirmative action
plans and conducting self-audits of compen-
sation.
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Side-By-Side Analysis — Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker Side-By-Side Analysis — Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker LLPLLP

Current Parts 60-1 and 60-2 NPRM Parts 60-1 and 60-2 Impact of Change

60-1.1-1.11 Same No Impact

60-1.12(a)-(d) Revised 60-1.12(b), (c)

Change (d) to (e) and add a new
(d)

[significant changes and policy implications]  Removes
“written” as describing AAPs to allow for electronic AAPs; adds
“maintain” to contractor requirement under 60-1.40 of
developing an AAP; adds a new (c) that seeks to require
documents, written or electronic, that identify race, gender and
ethnicity for any employee and “where possible” for any
applicant and provided it to OFCCP upon request.

60-1.20-1.34 Same No Impact

60-1.40(a)-(c) Revised 60-1.40(a) and (b) and
there is no (c)

Completely rewrites current 60-1.40(a) and (b) and removes (c);
kept requirements of who must have an AAP but moved
language relating to requirements of AAPs to proposed 60-2.

60-1.41-.47 Same No Impact

60-2.1 Revised entire section, now 60-
2.1(a)-(e)

Completely rewritten [significant changes and policy
implications]; removes language concerning types of relief in
conciliation agreement because it is covered in 60-1.33 but also
removed “back pay” and “affected class” language, which is not
found in 60-1.33; revisions:  (1) indicate which contractors must
develop AAPs; (2) deals with employees who work at one facility
but report to a manager at another; (3) directs that every
employee should be in AAP and provides three options on how
to cover employees who work at facilities with less than 50
employees; (4) requires that employees be identified by actual
location of work and AAP identify in which AAP the employee is
covered; (5) does not clarify what is an establishment.

60-2.2(a)-(d) Revised entire section, now 60-
2.2(a) and (b), no (c) or (d)

Completely rewritten [significant changes and policy
implications]; deletes from regulations due process proviso of
notice to show cause that itemized contractor deficiencies,
suggested corrective action, and requested written response and
date for conciliation conference; also deletes “every efforts”
clause of conciliation, mediation and provision to resolve
deficiencies prior to enforcement proceedings; OFCCP asserts
show cause notices and enforcement proceedings covered in 60-
1.26 and 1.33; also deletes time periods for proceeding to
enforcement and hearing after administrative complaint filed.

60-2.10 Revised entire section, now 60-
2.10(a)-(c)

Completely rewritten [significant changes and policy
implications]; OFCCP attempts to make an AAP a management
tool by making the AAP an “integral part” of how the contractor
conducts its business; AAPs should not only correct
underutilization but establish monitoring and auditing procedures
to check employment decisions and compensation systems;
OFCCP also lists elements of AAPs; OFCCP also require
contractors to maintain and provide to OFCCP documents
showing compliance with proposed 60-2.11-2.17.



Current Parts 60-1 and 60-2 NPRM Parts 60-1 and 60-2 Impact of Change

60-2.11 Revised entire section, now 60-
2.11(a)-(c)

Completely rewritten [significant changes]; formerly this
section described workforce analysis, but now it is an
“organizational profile;” former job group analyses is moved
to new 60-2.12.  “Organizational profile” should be in chart
or graphic form and “account for all elements of the
establishment’s workforce,” including race, gender and
ethnicity, so that compliance officer can review for
compliance and contractor can do self-analysis; limits
statistical data; the “restructured” format still requires a “sort
and count” by organizational unit and identification of each
unit supervisor so may not reduce burden (may tie into glass
ceiling review); does not allow for “consolidated” or
“functional” AAPs; minority group designations correspond
to EEO-1 descriptions, but will change in future to
correspond to OMB standards.

60-2.12 Revised entire section, now 60-
2.12(a)-(e)

Completely rewritten and former section moved to 60-2.16
[significant changes]; same job group analysis as current
regulation for contractors with 150 or more employees, but
contractors with less than 150 will be able to use EEO-1
categories; places in regulation criteria for which jobs should
be placed in which job groups.

60-2.13 Revised entire section, now 60-
2.13

Completely rewritten and former section moved to 60-2.17;
establishes requirement of showing minority and gender
percentages in each job group.

60-2.14 Revised entire section, now 60-
2.14(a)-(g)

Completely rewritten and current section to be moved to 60-
2.31 [significant changes]; replaces current requirements at
60-2.11(b)(1)-(2); reduces the availability factors from eight to
two - skilled individuals in reasonable recruiting area (external
availability) but no guidance on job groups and promotable
or trainable individuals (internal availability) - but by past
practice the eight factors had been reduced to four; the two
factors lack description of reasonable area and promotable
pool and no indication if contractor can use pool inside or
outside of establishment; added emphasis on including
training to determine availability; requests comments on
whether or not to compute availability for individual minority
subgroups or only when subgroups represent specified
percentage of population of immediate labor area and what
should be the size of the subgroup to compute availability.

60-2.15 Revised entire section, now 60-
2.15(a)-(b)

Completely rewritten [significant changes]; no stated basis
for statistical comparison of job groups to availability and no
description of possible acceptable statistical bases; must
compare incumbents to availability for each job group and
establish goal where incumbent population has fewer
minorities or women than reasonably expected; asks for
comments on dropping “major” from job groups that are to
be analyzed.

No current section New section 60-2.16(a)-(f) [significant changes and policy implications];
incorporates current section 2.12 and 2.30; adds new term
“percentage annual placement goal” and deletes current
“timetables” term; new term is based on availability analysis
and established as single goal for all minorities; added
emphasis on goals not being quotas but measured by good
faith efforts - [similar language should apply to compensation
analysis].



Current Parts 60-1 and 60-2 NPRM Parts 60-1 and 60-2 Impact of Change

No current section New section 60-2.17(a)-(d) [Significant change]; reduces the number of required
elements in an AAP, (e.g., no longer goals and timetables by
organizational unit and job groups), to four; assignment of
responsibility and accountability to a specific employee;
identification of problem areas - look at organizational unit
and personnel activities to determine disparities,
compensation analysis to determine disparities, and other
personnel practices to determine disparities.

No current section New section 60-2.18(a)-(d) [Significant changes and policy implications];
incorporates the EO Survey currently being distributed to
“flagged” contractors; purpose of survey to identify
contractor establishments for further evaluation without
stating the criteria to be used to do so; collects data on
applicants, hires, promotions, compensation and
terminations, but not in a format that is used by contractor; it
is mandatory; a tool for contractor’s self-evaluation; no
mention of certification requirement on current form;
proposes to keep furnished data confidential.

60-2.20-2.26 Same No impact

60-2.30 Revised entire section, now 60-
2.30(a)-(b)

Completely rewritten [significant changes and policy
implications]; incorporates corporate management reviews
in regulation with special attention to mid-and senior-level
positions; uses the term evaluation so that any method can be
used to investigate employment practices at corporate
headquarters; establishes authority to expand to company-
wide evaluation without any criteria specifying how
expansion or enlargement takes place - only uses the term
“comes to the attention of OFCCP” during course of review;
once attention turns to company-wide review, OFCCP can
requests data for all areas of company; seeks comments on
whether or not list of approaches to address glass ceiling
issues should be included in section - one area not mentioned
is compensation.

60-2.31 Revised entire section, now 60-
2.31

Completely rewritten; moves current 60-2.14 to this section,
which requires program summary to be submitted annually.

60-2.32 Revised entire section, now 60-
2.32

Completely rewritten [significant changes and policy
implications]; requirement that contractor maintain records
pursuant to 60-1.12 and 60-2.10 and provide to OFCCP
upon request.

No current section New section 60-2.33 current 60-2.31

No current section New section 60-2.34 current  60-2.32

No current section New section 60-2.35 States that compliance not solely judged by whether or not
contractor met goals but compliance will be determined by
analysis of statistical data and non-statistical data;
composition of workforce will not serve to impose sanctions.




